
  

 

First of all i would thank Allah that he made me able to pass FCPS 1 in ophthalmology..I had always this 

in mind that there is need to have some sort of complete guidance to the preparation of fcps part 1 for 

subjects other than General medicine and General surgery  especially Ophthalmology and things like 

radiology..further more lot of people asked me abt books and guidance so i thought it would be better 

to write one single guide then telling every one individually 

Well first thing is first..First i will briefly outline the general pattern of exam with most probable 

distribution of questions in paper A and B and then various books and resources that are most 

important , and then will discuss further aspects of exam prep,time course ,revision etc 

 

As I cleared my exam in 3rd attempt and I don’t regret it that I did it late but rather thanks Allah that still 

he made be able to pass this exam ..that is why I had myself a complete experience of what is the actual 

distribution of questions in paper A and B ..i can’t tell you 100 % sure that this will be but I myself tried 

to sort out this thing and it’s the MOST PROBABLE distribution u r gona face in ur exam..that way u ll 

have idea that to which subject should I give more importance.  

 

Paper A  ( general and common for all specialties): 100 MCQS 

Only rough estimate.it can vary with few mcqs up and down 

Physiology  30 mcqs,  Pathology 30 mcqs, Anatomy 25mcqs  ( 4 from  Embryo and Histo and 4 from 

Neuro,Rest from Gross),Behavioral sciences ,biostats and Ethics ( usually 2 or 3 from ethics and 2 from 

biostats and epidemiology) ,Pharmacology 2 or 3 questions, Microbiology 2 or 3 questions and lastly you 

are gona face 5 or 6 questions which don’t fit in any of the above and they are more like general or 

strange questions that u never faced in ur life ( thats called cpsp  ) e.g  questions relating to 

anesthesia, total parenteral nutrition, and some times rare one from community medicine etc or other 

things which are not in books and primarily depends upon luck,ur general knowledge.. 

so summarizing paper A : 

Physiology 30 %, Pathology 30 % ,Anatomy 25% ( making total of 85%) 

and Others ( 15%)  

 

 



 

Paper B ( Ophthalmology): 100 MCQS 

Eye Related :Eye Anatomy 30 to 35 mcqs, Eye Physio 10 mcqs , Eye pharma 5 Mcqs ,Eye Patho and 

Clinical Round about 10 to 15 mcqs 

General : Pathology 15 mcqs, Anatomy 10 mcqs,  Physio 10 mcqs, pharma 3 mcqs and biostats and 

epidemiology 2 mcqs 

Summarizing Paper B : 

Eye related questions  : 60 % ( its major portion is eye anatomy ) 

General questions : 40 % ( its major portion is patho followed by physio and anatomy) 

 

FINALLY summarizing both paper A and B : to give you over all idea of Most important subjects ( given 

below in Descending Order) to be covered in FCPS 1 ophthalmology : ( Note .its for Ophthalmology only 

and not for other specialties) 

 

OUT of 200 mcqs the distribution is as follow : 

1.Eye Related  60 % 

2.Pathology    45 % 

3. Physiology  40 % 

4. Anatomy    35 % 

5. Behavioral Science,Epidemiology and Ehtics  7 % 

6. Pharmacology 5 % 

7. Miscellaneous  5 % 

8.Micro 3 % 

Total : 200 % 

After Reading the above figures,, now u can easily understand the Most and important thing to prepare 

and pass in this exam is to study eye related stuff followed by General and Special Pathology and then 

Physiology and Anatomy ,,lastly the other subjects 

 



 

Eye Anatomy :  

1.Clinical Anatomy of the eye From Richard Snell ,this is the most important book and ur main weapon 

to answers 35 to 40 mcqs of eye antomy that comes in paper B..you should read this book word by word 

from page ist to last page..there is only exception and this is ist paragraph of its first chapter which is 

embroyological derivatives,which is not accurate and should be done from Fundamentals and principles 

of ophthalmology ( volume 2…2010-2011) from American academy. There is table in it in embryo 

chapter which has the correct derivates of all layers..one other table should also be memorized from it 

which stat the different events that occur during intra uterine life from Day 1 upto 9 months 

Eye physiology : 

1.Basic Sciences in ophthalmology by Jhon Ferris,,the physiology of eye is written very nicely in this 

book,page memory is also good and can be recalled,,I myself read some topics like lens,Cornea and 

aqueous dynamics from Frank nawell as well but over all I will recommend ONLY jhon ferris and its 

sufficient for eye Physiology..the physiology section in jhon ferris should be read word by word.the 

topics on Dark and light adaptation are not covered well in this book for which I read from Guyton and 

Hall physiology..the mechanism of photo transduction is very confusing in this book and very beautifully 

explained in BRS physiology 

Eye Phamacology : 

The Most important topic to be covered here is Local Anesthetics which should be done from 

Fundamentals and principles of ophthalmology ( volume 2…2010-2011) from American academy, I 

remember 3 questions from LA in last exam of march 2013 and almost 5 in Nov Exam2012..Local 

anesthetics are not covered well in any other books.. 

For Other topics in eye pharma, Frank Nawell is enough ( although u can skip Anti infective agents if you 

don’t have time) coz rarely I saw any questions from anti infectives.. 

 

Eye Pathology and Clinical : 

This part is very annoying in paper B…Those candidates who have done housejob in eye can answer  30 

to 40 % questions here but the rest need a lot of clinical knowledge. There is no such book for eye patho 

because its very lengthy and as I said round abt 10 questions come from it..  so the recommendation 

here from other seniors and my experience as well is to read with explanations the 550 mcqs given in 

last of Apple and Rabb book which covers whole of ur pathology…  u can omit the 50 mcqs on refrective 

surgery and the most important chapters here is Ist which has mcqs on basic sciences of eye ,mcqs on 

Congenital malformations and on Retinoblastoma.     



 

Pathology : 

 The most important and Liked subject of CPSP in every specialty..u r likely going to face a lot of mcqs 

from General and Special pathology and after Eye this is ur prime important subject.People usually 

recommend BRS pathology but I myself  PREFER and RECOMMED  Goljan Pathology..Read ONLY General 

Pathology from Goljan ,then  special pathology is sufficient from First Aid BUT after u read a specific 

chapter in special patho,read the side notes of that chapter in Goljan which are very high yield points 

given in Goljan in each page on side and mostly cpsp mcqs come from it ( that’s my experience).also if u 

think you are not able to do general patho from goljan then its ok do it from brs patho BUT MUSt read 

the side notes in general patho of goljan. 

Further more certain topics are more important and most favorite of Cpsp which should be frequently 

revised and memorized which incudes Neoplasia ( each and every tumor marker,paraneoplastic 

syndrome,oncogene,various viruses causing cancers,names of various pre malignant lesions etc cpsp 

frequesntly ask u abt tumors every where now and then..),Immuno pathology including hyper sensitivity 

reactions,graft rejectins,hla system etc Various vaculitides in CVS chapters,Acute MI,Vitamins, Anemias 

,Bleeding Disorders and Fluid disturbances .. 

 

Physiology: 

 BRS Physiology, Best book which completely cover each n every aspect of Physiology and help to 

answer most of ur questions in ur exam.. but CPSP frequently asks certain chapters more as compared 

to other..Most important chapter is CVS followed by Endo crine..In endo crine Focus primarily on 

Regulation of Different hormones by different Factors..this doesn’t mean u should omit other chapters 

like Membrane physio,Renal ,GIt,respiratory which are equally important..in GIt,Focus and memorize 

frequently various GIT hormones and Secretions enzymes etc,their functions and regulation.. 

 

Anatomy :  

This is the only subject where CPSP follow a little but of their syllabus so that is why we have certain 

chance of omitting some topics and focusing more on others e.g I have never seen a question from 

Upper limb or pelvis etc in my these 3 attemps ..coz on paper A n B syllabus of ophthalmology its not 

mentioned. Before reading this part open ur syllabus and come to anatomy potion n u ll see what ever I 

am writing below  



Gross : from Snell Review.. only study Head and Neck,Thorax ,Abdomen( only Kidney and Liver )..no 

need to do limbs,pelvis  etc 

Embyology : from Kaplan only study General aspects plus Embryology of Head and Neck including 

Pharyngeal Arches( 1 question is MUST from Pharyngeal arches in every exam).no need to do other 

special embryology. If some one has done it from BRS embyo ,well and Good ,brs is better than Kaplan 

but I myself read kaplan 

Histology : High Yield histology is best book for it..Only study its First chapter on Cell,chapter on 

lymphoid tissue that is thymus ,spleen and lymph node and chapter on pituitary Gland..plz see syllabus if 

I am forgetting some thing in histology 

General Anatomy : From Long Snell.only read Joints and Blood vessels from it( see syllabus for other 

topics in gen anatomy..one question from type of joint comes in every exam) 

Neuro Anatomy : the neuro questions in paper A are usually 1 or 2 and easy..its important in 

ophthalmogy in paper B..Especially the spinal cord,Csf,Brain stem and various meduallry and pons 

syndromes, general aspects and clinical disorders of cerebellum,thalamus,limbic system and most 

importantly blood supply of cerebral cortex  

 

Pharmacology : 

 First aid is enough for it..u r likely gona face 3 to 5 mcqs in whole exam on this subject,,mainly general 

pharmacology which includes pharmaco dynamics and pharmo kinetics especially vol of distribution and 

important adverse effects of common important drugs .. 

 

Microbiology :  

same is the case here ..a maximum of 3 mcqs are likely to be included here..BUT First aid is more than 

enough for it coz microbiology of first aid is the most lengthy chapter in whole first aid .so I would 

recommend just to cover important aspects of micro and not going into so much details. I myself did like 

this. 

 

Biostat,Ethics and Epidemiology: 

 Usually people say First Aid is enough for it but I don’t agree coz as I pointed out earlier,usually 5 to 7 

mcqs comes from this subject  and 5 to 7 is a lot for such subject of which we know nothing mostly.. two 

questions from ethics comes in every exam and u ll have to mark this question with ur common sense 

rather than reading the whole book of ethics by Conrad fisher for it( plus u can read one page of ethics 

in first aid in which different situations are giver)..rest of the mcqs comes from epidemiology and 



biostats,,I recommend and myself studied high yield biostat..in which u have to study mainly chapter 

1,5,6,7 an supplement ur this study with First aid which is only two pages..dont worry it will take only 1 

day to cover this section. 

 

Biochem : 

 Least asked by cpsp..i didn’t read biochem myself.i only and only memorized essential and non essential 

amino acids.  

MCQ Books:  

Mcqs is most important and effective tools to assess ur study and they should be always done along 

with ur study if u r repeater and after first read along with ur 2nd and 3rd reads when  r fresh 

candidates…minimum of 1 to 2 hours should be daily given to mcqs with more n more in time in last 

week.. Most important book for mcqs is Chandkians followed by Murad,Asim and shoaib and azeem 

sheikh..i myself only studied chandkians and murad..secondly don’t do the mcqs on limbs,pelvis 

,perineum and abdomen in murad as I said no questions come from it in both our paper and b of eye.i 

searched a lot past mcqs on eye anatomy,eye physio and eye pharma but couldn’t find..but don’t worry 

if you read the books properly then most of ur questions get covered automatically. 

 

I would like to share my views on this topic because along with the books n other stuff this is very 

important to effectively tackle the various obstacles in exam.this matter usually variate between 

different people n every one has its own study plan routine etc but I will share mine which might help u 

if u like it.. 

First of all, have an estimate of of how much total time do u have uptill coming exam,e.g this time I had 

3 months and for you people ,there are total 4 months to nov 2013 attempt..Secondly it primarily 

depends on whether you are a repeater or fresh candidate coz as a repeater you ll already have an idea 

of exam and probably it ll take much less time to revise ur subjets as compared to fresh candidates, 

secondly u ll give more importance to those topics which are likely gona be asked in exam if u repeater 

but 4 months are also more than enough for  a fresh candidates and the guide lines I gave earlier if 

followed properly will hopefully help the fresh candidate equally. 

 

so after calculating ur total time,make a routine with minimum hours that ur gona study daily and never 

ever study below that duration..for 4 months minimum of 8 hour should be studied daily. I myself  

started with Paper A prep,with Anatomy first, followed by physio,patho and lastly the others like 

micro,pharma and biostat..then I studied eye subjets,as i was repeater so I was able to do it in like 25 

days..that way I had total 3 reads of whole course in 75 days..for anatomy,physio and patho as I was 



reading the stuff from Kaplan,brs and goljan I would always open First aid after reading that chapter in 

its main book and highlighting the extra points in first aid which I saw wasn’t in main book e.g I studied 

CVS physio in Brs then I studies cvs physio in first aid n mark the extra points of it in first aid so I can 

revise them in last 15 days easily..along with this while going through these reads I would always take 

pictures of the pages in different books with my cell phone which I thought was important from exam 

point of view.e.g I took pictures of table of tumor markers in neoplasia,regulation of hormones in 

endo.anemias especially its causes the table of which is given in goljan,embryological derivatives in 

American acdemy book and Kaplan,pharyngeal arches table.etc,,that way I think I have round about 

some 180 pictures in my cell phone. Additionally in the end of each book I would write the page no of 

those pages which I thought needs to be revised at least a week before exam because there is no need 

to revise whole course,,, so when ever I got free time in last month..i would revise these pictures in my 

tablet so I memorized everything on finger tips what ever is the important and that people keeps 

forgetting. Along with in last 15 days I would also revise those page no that I noted and didn’t revise the 

whole course..plus I would read mcqs from those recommended mcqs books and share different mcqs 

on facebook.. further more I would at least give 1 or 2 hours to mcqs daily..Especially chandkians and 

murad for last 40 days.i have mentioned my complete plan for prep because some of you may find it 

help ful.. 

On last day of preparation just relax,,just study normal in ur routine preferably some mcqs or some 

important table etc that u think u need to revise.. get ENOUGH sleep,this is VV important.coz next day in 

paper B which is in 2nd half,u need ur full attention to solve those mcqs which need ur full 100 % so u 

shouldn’t get fatigued because of less sleep…Lastly  keep in mind that out of 1oo mcqs in each paper 

you are going to face 5 to 10 mcqs which you never faced in ur life ever and u might correct half of them 

or not at all any of them but don’t panic,every one does the same..out of 90 mcqs almost 50 mcqs are 

very easy and every one ll do it correct..the competition lies in rest of 40 mcqs which are medium to 

high difficulty and try to read those mcqs very very carefully n then read each option  and answer 

it..Regarding solving mcqs in general plz plz  plz note that Carefully read each and every word of mcqs 

and analyze what they are asking even if it’s the most easiest question, read every option start from ist 

option then proceed on exclusion criteria,e.g if u think option b is correct then u must justify that other 

a,c,d and e are incorrect then only u should mark b..that way you ll have minimum chance of committing 

mistake.try to  correct at least 160 mcqs out of total 200 to be on safe side 

I hope this guide may be of help to you in ur coming exam..sorry I wrote this guide in a bit of hurry so I 

am  sorry for any spelling mistake etc…f you have any query u can contact me on Facebook and also 

email me at dryasirahmad@yahoo.com 

                                                                                                                    Regards,    

        Dr.Yasir Ahmad,    

                     Graduate of Saidu medical College,Swat 

    

               



 

 

 

 

 

 


